Casa d’ Era – Lajatico (Pisa) - close to nature
An elegant structure founded in 2002 after a comprehensive restoration effort rendered
habitable an antique farmhouse in Lajatico, right in the middle of the region.
The farm’s position in Lajatico is the place, where the famous singer Andrea Bocelli was born
and still becoming an international star for his incredibly moving voice.
In the same area you also fine Teatro del Silenzio an open air Amphitheatre, which hosts
concerts by Andrea Bocelli, its honorary president, during July - August.
The Theatre is remaining silent the rest of the year.
Casa d’ Era’s 8 apartments are the ideal solution for those in search of a relaxing holiday
among nature, culture, food and wine. Each one of these apartments is completely
autonomous, taking their names from famous Italian operas: Butterfly, Turandot, Rigoletto,
Bohème, Nabucco, Traviata, Tosca and Aida.
They keep the suggestive spirit of ancient times intact thanks to the elegance of their arched
ceilings, authentic stone walls, wooden beams, vintage fireplaces and elegant marble
bathrooms.
The magical experience of blending both the traditions of the past and the convenience of the
present takes place inside these apartments in Tuscany. Old-fashioned rural style goes
harmoniously in hand with modern day amenities.
Every accommodation that you rent is equipped with independent air conditioning and heating
systems, bathroom, Sat-TV and a kitchen furnished with a microwave oven, dishwasher and
refrigerator, for an even more suitable stay.
These lodgings’ class and sophistication are reflected in the rooms’ names, taken from major
Italian operas such as Rigoletto, Bohème, Butterfly, Turandot, Nabucco, Traviata, Aida and
Tosca. Rent some holiday apartments and enjoy the lush scenery of wheat fields, olive groves
and soothing Tuscan hills that they offer!
Culture and history are within reach. The cities of Pisa, Volterra, San Gimignano, Livorno,
Florence and Siena are nearby our premises.

Prices / week
2019 - DKK
Apt. Rigoletto
Apt. Boheme
Apt. Nabucco
Apt. Butterfly
Apt. Traviata
Apt. Aida
Apt. Tosca
Apt. Turandot

Prs.

02.03-08.06
14.09-04.10

08.06-13.07
17.08-14.09

13.07-17.08

2+2
4+2
4+2
5+2
6+2
6+2
6+2
6+2

4.000
6.000
6.000
6.300
7.200
7.200
8.100
8.100

4.800
7.200
7.200
7.500
8.600
8.600
9.600
9.600

6.300
9.200
9.200
9.700
10.100
10.100
10.900
10.900

NB: In high season minimum rental 5 nights – outside high minimum 3 nights - ask for prices.
Final cleaning € 10/p.p., minimum € 30. Tourist Tax per person to be paid locally.
Included: Air condition, linen / towels, electricity, gas and water and Wi-Fi – included.
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